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Abstract 

Threats to the sustainability of the earth’s ecosystems include suburban dispersion and 

auto dependency. A neighborhood based on walking and transit is far more sustainable and 

livable, particularly in a walkable neighborhood system (WNS). We hypothesize that 

neighborhoods with over 50 persons per neighborhood acre and complementary features will 

have non-auto mode of over 60 percent of total commute trips. Using ArcGIS, we delineate as a 

case study Boston neighborhoods with densities over 40 persons per neighborhood acre based 

on clusters of dense census blocks. The hypothesis is supported by census data on means of 

transportation to work.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Suburbanization and auto dependency cause major environmental problems. This paper 

focuses on an alternative, the walkable neighborhood, to increase non-auto modes of travel. 

Our general purpose is to quantify the performance of walkable neighborhoods, for 

sustainability, economic vitality, and livability, and to see if they achieve non-auto modes of 

60% or more for all trips. Boston has a number of walkable dense neighborhoods, but they have 

not had boundaries delineated to be able to establish population, density, and performance 

concerning travel modes and other sustainability indicators. 
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A walkable neighborhood system (WNS) is a dense walking-sized area of residential and 

resident-serving land uses, mainly local business and transit. A WNS has short, attractive 

walking distances and enough population to support business for frequent household needs 

and for cost-effective transit. We assumed that an acceptable walking distance for frequent 

local needs is about a quarter of a mile and, for walk access to urban rail transit, a little over 

half a mile. We used having a local grocery store as a proxy for local business and having a T-

stop within half a mile as a proxy for transit. A WNS has a high density, both in terms of 

population and in terms of pathways and intersections so that there are many local attractions 

in with easy walk access. Higher densities also mean that there are usually people watching the 

public space, which substantially reduces crime. 

Density is measured as resident persons per neighborhood acre. Neighborhood acres 

include residential uses, local business, elementary schools, small internal parks, and non-

neighborhood land uses on common walking paths to business and transit. Internal non-

neighborhood land uses are included because they effect functional densities and walking 

distances. For this research, a WNS neighborhood has a density of 50 persons or more within a 

walkable area.  

Density also includes major complementary features that usually come with density, with 

several major issues: 

Walkability, attractiveness of walking paths 

a) Barriers: paved areas, parking, traffic, wide streets, indirect paths, rough paths 

b) Connectivity: small block size, intersection density 
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c) Path attractiveness, neighborhood social quality, lighting, aesthetics 

2) Local-serving businesses: mixed use, walking-distance destinations 

3) Centrality: proximity to destinations outside the neighborhood, e.g., employment, CDB 

4) Public transit 

5) Parking management: supply, cost, controls  

The definition excludes high rise buildings with bundled parking on lower floors. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The literature search required that an article had to discuss specific neighborhoods, their 

boundaries, and population, and to have a density over 40 persons per neighborhood acre. A 

search of 140 articles found only one with a specific dense city area. Holtzclaw (1994) reported 

on five San Francisco region urban areas, one of which was dense, the area from Nob Hill to 

Fisherman’s' Wharf in northeast San Francisco. This area, however, is about 1.3 miles wide by 

about 1.4 miles and is thus too large to be identified as a neighborhood. We also found a 

number of compelling articles about density and neighborhoods, but none close to our specific 

topic.  

While no articles met this narrow focus, three sources were still of interest.  

Leinberger and Lynch (2015) reported on Boston neighborhoods with a concern for 

walking distances, but a definition that included the central business district (CBD) and large 

educational and health institutions adjacent to the neighborhood area. They paid some 

attention to the qualities of neighborhoods, but mostly focused on the performance of the CBD. 

They defined WalkUPsTM using Walk ScoresTM, intersection densities, and commercial area. 
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They used Walk Scores over 70.5, based on estimates for the census blocks within a WalkUP 

area. Boundaries were drawn by consulting experts, aerial photos, and acceptable walking 

distances. “In addition, boundaries were drawn with the recognition that a single walkable 

place tends not to exceed 600 acres, based upon experience and the limitations people are 

willing to walk, generally agreed to be between 1,500 and 3,000 feet [457 and 914 meters].” 

(Leinberger and Lynch, 2015: 10) They also required intersection densities over 100 per square 

mile and certain minimum amounts of office and business space.   

Once the WalkUPs were defined, Leinberger and Lynch collected extensive real estate 

information on each WalkUP. These included valuations of office, hotel, business, apartment, 

and for-sale residential properties, property assessed valuations and tax revenues, real estate 

cycle data from 1992 to 2014, square feet of development and valuation by project type, home 

sale prices, apartment and business rentals, expenses and cap rates, building floor areas and 

floor area ratios, parcel sizes, and affordability of housing and transportation. They had no 

specific data on the neighborhood area within the WalkUP as we defined it. 

Many of the positive results of WalkUPs (exercise, jobs, transit, home sale prices, 

affordability) were due predominantly or in part to the neighborhoods within them. Their 

research overlaps with the neighborhoods defined by this paper but lacked sufficient relevance.  

The Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA, 2015) defined neighborhoods that were 

generally too large for walking distances and not organized around walking routes and 

distances. The Fens neighborhood, for example, included neighborhoods on either side of the 

Fenway, a wide river. Our research showed part of The Fens, the West Fens, as a distinct, 
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walkable, dense neighborhood on the west side with its own T-stop. On the east side of the 

Fens, the BRA showed the Mid-Mass neighborhood on Massachusetts Ave. as part of Back Bay, 

but it is separated from Back Bay by major arterials and CBD. We delineated a dense, walkable 

Mid-Mass neighborhood that bordered on, and was largely oriented to, Massachusetts Avenue. 

The BRA showed South End, South Boston, and East Boston as single neighborhoods, but they 

were too large for walking distances.  

Redfin, a website for online estimates of home values, operates the Walk Score website 

with help from an advisory board. Walk Score has a large data base for the nation with many 

variables relating to walking and uses an algorithm that shows changes in walkability at the 

block level. "Walk Score's mission is to promote walkable neighborhoods. Walkable 

neighborhoods are one of the simplest and best solutions for the environment, our health, and 

our economy." (https://www.walkscore.com/) The site is geared to the apartment rental 

market and supports easy search by zip code and address. A search for Back Bay, for example, 

finds "Back Bay is the 7th most walkable neighborhood in Boston with 18,194 residents." Back 

Bay has a walk score of 96, "a walker's paradise.”  

The Walk Score choropleth maps (using colors to show walkability) on its website show 

color gradations of scores from 25 to 100 and from red to green, with lines that go through 

blocks--a very high level of detail showing variation within a neighborhood. A left click supports 

a report of a walk score at the cursor point and shows apartments for rent close by. The 

neighborhood boundaries shown on the Walk Score Map are much larger than a walkable area 

and may include a large central business district or open space, similar to the Walk-UP report 

https://www.walkscore.com/
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and BDA areas. High neighborhood walkability scores show a high overlap with the 

neighborhoods found by our research. 

These sources, however, lacked any designation of specific dense neighborhoods needed 

for research on WNS. 

3. HYPOTHESIS 

We hypothesize that a walkable neighborhood system above 50 people per neighborhood 

acre can achieve an increase in non-auto modes to 60 percent or more of all trips. Above that 

minimum threshold (inflection point, critical mass, or tipping point), density is enough to 

support the take-off of  non-auto modes.  Non-auto modes are walk, bicycle, car share, car 

rental, rapid transit, shuttles, circulators, taxi and e-hail services like Uber and Lyft. Economies 

of scale take hold because many origins and destinations are close enough together to support 

walk trips that support local business to meet frequent needs and cost-effective transit.  

4. METHODOLOGY  

Given the lack of literature defining neighborhoods that met our purpose, we developed a 

methodology to do so. This first effort starts with Bostonian neighborhoods, from the inner city 

to the outer areas served by the transit system, “the T.”  

Census blocks 

Initial research used census block groups, but they included non-neighborhood areas 

outside the neighborhood. For example, on the south-east side of North End, two block groups 
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included substantial freeway area and CBD. These areas lowered the functional density with 

non-neighborhood land uses outside the walking area.  

Neighborhoods were best defined by grouping adjacent dense census blocks, which are far 

more uniform in land use than block groups. Blocks within a neighborhood were never a 

problem, but block on the outside edge could be. Some census block even in a dense area are 

far bigger than the developed areas within them. Example of this occurred in Charlestown and 

East Boston, where parts of old docks had housing and large parts did not.  

We focused on the household population rather than group quarters. Group quarters have 

similarities with neighborhoods in having large numbers of people sleeping and eating in the 

same area. They include dormitories and residence halls, prisons and jails, nursing homes, 

barracks, and accommodations for conventions and tourists. Some blocks had the density we 

were looking for, but contained prisons or dorms, discovered by looking at Google Earth, 

Google Maps, and Street View.  

Using census blocks provided a finer-grained and successful way to define neighborhoods. 

Census blocks allowed us to ignore peripheral non-neighborhood blocks like central business 

districts, waterways, freeways, large institutions, industrial and dock areas, airports, large 

parks, and other uses not part of a neighborhood. We also excluded some census blocks that 

had population but were so isolated from others and surrounded by non-residential blocks that 

they did not have enough people to be considered walkable systems. 
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ArcGIS 

ArcGIS was employed to display a choropleth map, which showed census blocks densities 

in different colors. The Boston Redevelopment Authority block density map (Figure 1) gives a 

similar impression of the clustering of densities. 

FIGURE 1: BRA 2010 Population Density by Census Block Map here 

We used seven density levels ranging from low in light yellow to high density in purple. 

ArcGIS displayed the colors in a way that made identifying clusters of density straightforward. 

We aggregated the blocks into specific neighborhoods, as explained below.  

Half mile. The T-stops of the MTA rail transit system were clearly shown on a data layer of 

the ArcGIS display. To adhere to walking distance guidelines, we put displayed a buffer half a 

mile wide along the T-Lines. The buffer gave a good idea about walking distances to stations. 

One problem was how much to include low-density blocks that were fairly close to the T-

stops. For example, the Allston neighborhood consisted of blocks near three T-stops between 

Packard’s Corner and Brighton. We defined Allston two ways, a smaller one and a larger one. 

The larger one is reported on the main list with the smaller one noted below. The data indicates 

how density can change from an inner, denser, area to a larger area with less dense blocks 

beyond the core. The inner area had an area of 126 acres and 83 persons per acre, while the 

larger area had an area of 225 acres and a density of 61 per acre. The larger definition with 225 

acres still had short walk distances and a high enough density, so it seemed to be the most 

appropriate one to use. The less dense outer area did not reduce the density enough to affect 
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walkability, and the increased population supplied more consumer demand and transit 

ridership. 

Internal non-neighborhood land uses. In some cases, non-neighborhood land uses were 

within a neighborhood area, and if they affected frequent walking distances to business and 

transit, they were included in the neighborhood. That happened if the land use was between 

dense blocks and the transit stop, where it diluted the functional density. In other cases, the 

use might be close to a stop but not on a walking route, in which case that block was excluded 

from the neighborhood. 

The selection process here and there involved near-arbitrary decisions, and the delineation 

should be considered an estimate or approximation that is close enough for the level of 

generalization needed.  

ArcGIS tables for each neighborhood were exported to Excel spreadsheets. The population 

area and density were calculated for twenty-four neighborhoods. The summary data for each 

neighborhood was reported to a summary worksheet and the neighborhoods ranked by 

density. 

Groceries and T-stops 

We added the T-stops and grocery store names for each neighborhood as a first step for 

finding correlations of density with local business and transit. Groceries were found by 

searching Google Maps, which turned out to be fairly efficient.  
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Means of Transportation to Work 

There is no extensive data on travel modes at the block level. At the census block group 

level the only data available is Means of Transportation to Work. There is no large scale data on 

other trip purposes from household surveys or traffic counts at that small a level of geography. 

The means to work data serves as a proxy for the mode split for all trips.  

We used American Fact Finder to access the census data. It retrieves data by county, in this 

case mostly Sussex County and a few blocks from Norfolk County for three neighborhoods in 

Brookline. We wanted to focus on differences between suburbia and WNS, so the analysis used 

driving, transit, walking, and biking modes and ignored other modes, which were minor. In 

total, the selected modes captured over 90% of commutes, and on average they accounted for 

94% of commutes by all modes. 

We added the data for each block group of each neighborhood, summed the data for each 

neighborhood, and reported the findings to the summary page.  

5. FINDINGS 

All The Neighborhoods 

The analysis found 24 neighborhoods totaling 260,399 people on 3,860 acres for an 

average density of 67 persons per neighborhood acre. Populations ranged from 3,961 (which 

can support a grocery store) to 23,524. Neighborhood acres ranged from 36 to 357. Walking 

distance depended on the shape of the area and on the walk paths. Some places were so small 
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that walks would take only seven minutes, while others were so large the walks could take 25 

minutes (too long). Densities ranged from 43 to 145 persons per acre.  

Table 1 lists Boston’s walkable neighborhoods. Twenty-one neighborhoods met the 50 

people per acre minimum. They are located in downtown Boston and along T-lines, except for 

the east side of South Boston, which is up to 1.9 miles from the Andrew T-stop, and Harbor 

Point, whose T Stop, JFK/U Mass, is up to 0.9 miles away.  

TABLE 1: Boston Neighborhoods: Population, Area, Density, Non-auto Mode here 

Some neighborhoods had clear geographic boundaries; some blended into larger areas of 

similar density, and some had low densities in the outer area. Table 2 summarizes issues we ran 

into because of the varieties of dense neighborhoods. A few had clear areas and boundaries 

and a few had clear areas and ragged boundaries. A few with clear areas and boundaries 

seemed to have possibly too small a population to support enough business for monthly needs.  

Some areas had high density but over such a large area with many more people than 

needed for a neighborhood, and with walk distances that were too long. These areas were 

divided into smaller neighborhoods. South End, for example, was a challenge to delineate 

because of its general contiguity and uniformity of density with no interior geographic barriers. 

We defined three neighborhoods around T-stops for research purposes with walkable sizes but 

without considering probable walking patterns. In another case, on the T-Line to Boston 

College, the larger areas along the line were clustered into three neighborhoods. 

Some areas had high density in too small an area with too few people, but faded to lower 

densities on the outside, accumulating possibly enough people for a walkable system. A few 

neighborhoods have really odd shapes that only make sense when understood as following a 
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trolley line and with blocks of high employment nearby but not included. One example is LMA, 

which also has residence halls showing up as high density but not part of a neighborhood. 

TABLE 2: Typology of Boston Walkable Neighborhoods here 

Groceries and T-stops 

We found no apparent relationship between the number of grocery stores and density, but 

we did at least establish that the neighborhoods had them to a greater or lesser extent. 

Neighborhoods such as East Boston-Bennington with a population density of 82 were 

inundated with grocery and convenience stores whereas Kenmore, with the second-highest 

population density at 121 per acre, had none within neighborhood confines. The Columbus 

neighborhood, ranked 13th in population density, also contained no grocery nor convenience 

stores in the area, although nearby neighborhoods had food stores with roughly within a half to 

three-fourths of mile of Columbus Ave. which runs through the center of the neighborhood. 

Table 3 shows the T stops and grocery stores for each neighborhood. 

T-stops worked well except for two neighborhoods, the east side of South Boston and a 

new neighborhood, Harbor Point. The east side seems likely to have an acceptable bus service 

but more research is needed to see how well it works compared to the high-ridership T system. 

Harbor Point may have more parking that would affect its mode split. 

TABLE 3: Neighborhood T stops and Grocery Stores here 

The map showing all the neighborhoods does not show any simple concentric rings of 

density going outward from the center, but lumps of density that tend to get less dense with 
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distance from the center, sometime with gaps due to water and sometimes strung along major 

transportation lines, especially the T. See Figure 2. 

FIGURE 2: Boston’s Walkable Neighborhoods Map here 

The Neighborhoods 

Turning to more detail on specific neighborhoods, Figure 3 shows Charlestown and two 

East Boston neighborhoods, Maverick and Bennington. The boundaries include denser blocks 

and the less dense when they are part of a contiguous walkable area. They may include some 

low density blocks where needed to reach higher density blocks beyond them. In East Boston, I-

90 was used as a barrier between Bennington on the north and Maverick on the south.  

Figures 3 to 8 below give impressions of variation and similarity. The similarity is that dense 

blocks cluster in visible patterns, with variation in size, density, shape, shopping street or 

dispersed business, and relation to T stops, which are sometimes on the side of a 

neighborhood. The key to the following figures is shown in Figure 9. 
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FIGURE 3: Charlestown East Boston (Maverick, Bennington) here 

FIGURE 4: Beacon Hill, West End, North End here 

FIGURE 5: Back Bay, Mid-Mass, Downtown, South End (Columbus, Mass Ave, Symphony-

Prudential) here 

FIGURE 6: South Boston (Eastside, Broadway, Andrew), Harbor Point here 

FIGURE 7: St Marys, Kenmore, West Fens, Mission Hill, MA here 

FIGURE 8: Packards Corner, Allston, Brighton here 

FIGURE 9: Key 

Means of Transportation to Work 

The hypothesis that there is a threshold of density for the take-off of  non-auto modes,  

turned out to be true, but in different terms.  Non-auto modes do not take off, in the sense of 

rising ever steeply, but densities above 50 per neighborhood acre are a threshold above which  

non-auto modes dominate. See Table 1 and Figure 10. The density of the 24 neighborhoods 

descends in a curve from 145 persons per acre to 43. There is no obvious take-off, but density 

and mode have a 0.762 correlation, which is very high.  

The remaining variation in results could be due to the margin of error in small sample sizes 

at the block group level and the small sample size of neighborhoods. It seems more likely to be 

due to local differences in addition to density, i.e., the complementary factors and distance 

from center. This idea, the need to use several explanatory variables, dominates the literature 

on analysis of density and mode for lower densities. (“Lower” does not mean low, only lower, 

usually much lower, than 50 persons per neighborhood acre.)  
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It is worth noting that 18 of the 21 neighborhoods above 50 persons per neighborhood 

acre have non-auto mode shares above 60 percent. Three have mode shares below 60 percent. 

South Boston Andrew with 51 persons per acre just makes it into the high density category and 

attains a 52 percent non-auto commute. Brighton has a 62 density and 57 percent non-auto 

mode. One explanation is distance from the CBD. Brighton is at the end of the long 

Commonwealth T Line from downtown. For the four neighborhoods starting with the closest, 

the non-auto share declines steadily, from 89 to 71 to 63 to 57 percent. 

Harbor Point Apartments is by far the most under-performing neighborhood in relation to 

its density, with the biggest gap between density and mode. It has a high density of 74 persons 

per neighborhood acre and a 54 percent non-auto mode share. Harbor Point is a large, modern, 

mixed income development of 1,283 sustainable apartments with rents worthy of San Francisco 

(i.e., high). Built during 1986 to 1990, the project replaced a run-down, crime-ridden public 

housing project. The project has buildings three to seven stories high and a retail area. Harbor 

Point Apartments has ample surface parking and access to a major arterial. Harbor Point has 

the longest walk to transit of any dense neighborhood in Boston. 

The three neighborhoods below 60 persons per acre have only a little below 60 percent 

non-auto mode. One neighborhood with 51 per acre has 52% non-auto mode; it is one of the 

three South Boston neighborhoods with borderline densities and about half non-auto 

commutes. The short fall in non-auto mode may be due to longish walk distances to their T 

stops and major employment.  

Another result of interest is three over-performing neighborhoods with person densities in 

the fifties per acre yet very high non-auto modes of 71 percent. They are East Boston Maverick, 
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Mission Hill, and Packard’s Corner. One explanation that all have proximity to concentrated 

employment which is poorly accessed by auto. 

FIGURE 10: Neighborhood Density and Non-auto Commute here 

6. Next Steps 

Develop rules for defining WNS neighborhoods 

Finding a method that could be applied efficiently to all cities everywhere is a challenge. 

We did not have clear-cut rules for including blocks in neighborhoods. A strong visual, holistic 

impression and physical barriers worked most of the time. Changes in density and stark physical 

breaks in land use defined the boundaries.  

Other blocks had ambiguities that could be resolved by rules for classification. Rules could 

relate to limiting the size of neighborhood based on walk distance to grocery stores, number of 

acres for walking distances, or number of people.  

ArcGIS could be implemented to automatically do more selection of blocks. It could show 

circles around transit stops of various sizes, and the buffer width could be varied for longer and 

shorter walking distances.  

How big or small? We started from large, obvious clusters of high density and moved 

toward smaller and more scattered blocks of density. We stopped at 24 neighborhoods, the 

least dense being Charlestown with 43 people per neighborhood acre, but there was some 

difficulty knowing when and where to stop, and whether to include less dense blocks on the 

edges. There were some tempting densities, represented in dark blue, around Ruggles near 

Northeastern University and next door in upper Roxbury, and in Brookline out toward Cleveland 
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Circle, but they did not cover much area. More research would also look at the differences 

between a larger and a smaller area for the same neighborhood, following up on the Allston 

case. A larger area generally means longer walk distances and less density, but potentially more 

demand for local business and transit ridership. 

Test other hypotheses 

Given the lack of data about whole very high density neighborhoods, we kept it simple 

compared with most papers in this general area of interest, which use multi-variable analysis 

using the complementary features. Next steps requires more complex analysis. Considering 

more variables would reduce the gap and smooth the correlation between density and non-

auto modes. Data on all trips, not just commutes, for small areas might be possible by request 

to the National Household Transportation Survey for anonymized data for larger number of 

census blocks aggregated by density levels.  

More density. What happens as density increases above a threshold: does a walkable 

system work better (more local business, more transit, more mode shift) with more density? Do  

non-auto modes increase faster than the density? At the very highest densities, above 100 

persons per neighborhood acre, advantages of density may begin to be outweighed by 

disamenities. Specific disamenities have not been defined yet, but could be based on surveys of 

residents, or issues related to high rise buildings, or densities over 100 persons per 

neighborhood acre.  

Beyond grocery stores. Further research would look for data on square meters of local 

business within and near a neighborhood and look for relationships with density.  
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Complementary features. Complementary features can increase mode shift within the 

limits of a given density. How much can green mobility features, especially parking reform 

(unbundling, easy-pay market parking charges, permit parking, and other parking 

management), increase non-auto mode share? Other green mobility—attractive walking 

routes,  non-auto modes, , pedestrian activity centers—could also increase non-auto mode 

share, but by how much? At for lower densities, fewer than 50 persons per neighborhood acre, 

can strong complementary features achieve non-auto mode share above half of total trips?  

Building type. Some hypotheses relate to building type: single family and row houses 

probably cannot achieve densities that support walkability, but high rise is not needed: 

Compact mid-rise buildings (three to seven stories) over a walkable area can achieve the goal.  

Outliers. Some outliers—neighborhoods with unexpectedly high or low non-auto mode for 

their density—need explanation using more variables such as the complementary features and 

distance from the CBD. Looking at outliers can help multi-variate analysis find key variables.  

Field research. One purpose of this paper was to see what could be done to estimate 

neighborhood boundaries without visiting them. A deeper understand would take more 

resources, to visit the neighborhoods and talk to people. Opinion surveys of residents of a WNS 

could explore their sense of neighborhood identity, trip patterns, and evaluation of their 

neighborhoods strengths and weaknesses.  

Planning. The findings of this research can be used for polices for densification and 

complementary features that improve sustainability, quality of life, and environmental 

sustainability. There is no lack of policy, but there is a lack of quantification of WNS. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

WNS and mode split are part of the much larger issue of achieving more sustainable 

neighborhoods. This paper is an effort to get started on research on higher density 

neighborhoods. The hypotheses cannot be tested without a database on whole, specific, high 

density neighborhoods from many cities. The lack of data led to this research using geographic 

information systems to define neighborhoods for Boston. We succeeded in getting an effective 

list of neighborhoods as a basis for further research, with some need to develop better 

methods. Data on means of transportation to work showed a strong correlation between 

density and mode, with most of the neighborhoods, as predicted, achieving over 60 percent 

non-auto trips. There is a high correlation of density and mode, yet also enough unexplained 

variation to warrant further research developing a data base of dense neighborhoods and using 

multi-variable analysis.  
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